This paper describes a new scheme for robust speech recognition systems where visual information and acoustic features are merged. Using as robust unit the << pseudo-diphone >>, we compare Q global Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and a Master/Slave HMM through a centisecond preprocessing and through a segmental one. We confirm by experimentation the importance of articulatory features in clean and noisy environments.
INTRODUCTION
The proposed recognition system is one of the components of the [3] to merge heterogeneous parameters. However most models use either a direct identification from concatenated auditory and visual inputs or a separate identification followed by further combination. Though, these approaches don't permit to solve difficulties to merge heterogeneous parameters and particularly asynchronous parameters due to the phenomenon of lips retention and anticipation. So we propose an Automatic Speech Recognition System (ASRS) composed of a preprocessing and a linguistic decoder whose approach is based on two HMM built in parallel we named Masterislave HMM [4].
Experimental results are presented after a concise description of the signals preprocessing and of the linguistic decoder.
RECOGNITION OVERVIEW
As many ASRS, ours involves two components: the preprocessing to reduce the information and the linguistic decoder.
The Signals Preprocessing
As detailed in 151, our recognition system processes two kinds of . As for the centisecond approach, 18 acoustics coefficients and 6 articulatory ones are produced to whose is appended the segment duration fl in ms).
The same preprocessing is applied during the training and the recognition phases. 
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Here both articulatory and acoustic information where used with the two kinds of preprocessing and the two kinds of linguistic decoder which give four combinations whose best results are illustrated in table2. 
CONCLUSION
We have proposed an Automatic Speech Recognition System merging visual and acoustic features. As many systems, it is composed of a signals preprocessing and a linguistic decoder. The objective was multiple.
Firstly, we aimed to evaluate the contribution of articulatory features in an ASRS. Secondly, we wanted to test a new method based on a MasterNave HMM. Then we have compared a centisecond approach with a segmental one both using the U pseudo-diphone B as elementary unit.
Results have shown that articulatory features bring an important increase of the recognition rates whatever the conditions. The segmental approach allows the input information to be greatly reduced. So, in spite of some recognition rates lower than those produced by the centisecond approach, this is an interesting method. Finally, the MasterGlave Model has an architecture enabling to manage asynchronous inputs. But it entails the learning of a great amount of parameters. So, its scores are sometimes worse than those of the global model: it seems to be involved mainly by the use of a too small database for learning correctly a lot of parameters.
